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Hi David,

Hello again, Jonne!

I'm really happy you're willing to answer my questions, even though a
few of them might seem rather obvious. The thing is, even though the
answers to some questions may be obvious and the questions thus
superfluous, it's useful for me to have answers to them when I write
the final report on my arrangement. I can quote your answers as
"proof" for the choices I've made, more or less. So, without further
ado...

1. Do you ever try to imitate or mimic the original sounds when
arranging old (primarly chiptune era) game music? If you do, how do
you make that choice and in which situations do you do so?

Well, most of the time I惴 trying to incorporate the feel and the illusion of the original, so that it would be
playable with an orchestra.  I惴 thinking about the whole piece (structure, drama) rather than trying to fit
those "effects" whenever I can.  Like with the secret of mana arrangement I did. The original piece had a
very short whale singing (2sec) in the begininning of the main/menu title. In the game this was meant to
underline that the game is all about the nature. On my arrangement I expanded this idea to 2-3minutes of a
rising storm by using all kinds of contemporary techniques suitable for an orchestra.  By doing this I wanted
to underline the nature part as well.   So most of the time I惴 thinking about the whole arrangement rather
than just trying to mimic the chiptune effects. (mimicing doesn愒 work btw, since orchestra isn愒 as "tight"
as a computer rhythm and timing wise, so you have make it work with them by using different means).

2. What do you think is more important, to make an interesting
(artistically or audibly, for the listener) interpretation of the
original piece, or staying true to the arrangement/sound/style of the
original? Are there different situations where one or the other might
be appropriate?

It really depends.  But most of the time I just try to elevate the music and the original ideas as much as I
can. And trying to keep the melodies like on the originals. Of course if the arrangement is longer, then I also
develop, etc the themes so that they fit the whole structure/piece.

3. Do you listen, or have you listened to music of a certain style or
period to find inspiration for your arrangements?

I listen to all kinds of music. Recently I扉e been listening to Basement Jaxx and Helmut Lachenmann.
 Music always operate under the same ideas. Just the realization of it is different. You still (usually) have
rhythms, phrases, harmony (direction), melodies, textures no matter what style you work on. It愀 like
choosing a which filter/distortion box to use with a sine wave :)

4. Are there any particular difficulties, in your experience, in
arranging and re-writing typically short (30 sec-1 min) video game
tunes into significantly longer orchestral pieces?

Yes, because the more longer you have to stretch the original melody, the more you have to do something
for it by yourself. And this means composing. Composing is always a very personal thing to do, so the more
you add yourself to the arrangement, the more you lose the original. But this isn愒 a bad thing IMO. I just try
(if you愉e hired to do it that way) to keep the illusion of the original piece as much as possible.

5. Do you divide the orchestra into different sections, corresponding
to the different sounds in the original (chiptune) music to try and
recreate the individual sounds and/or the overall soundscape? (This
kind of ties into question 1, of course.)



Yep. It all depends really on what you want to archive :).  You can imitate f.e. an electronic sound with a
tamtam or by using the whole orchestra. It愀 all about your own aesthetics and technical skills..

6. Do you compose original music outside of your job as an arranger?
If so, is your own work influenced by those jobs? Do you work with
other types of arrangements besides video game music?

I扉e had a formal training in modern composition and as I write I惴 composing a chamber puppet theater
opera. (modern in style). I take influence from anywhere I think is cool :).  I扉e had compositional ideas by
watching paintings, listening total silence etc.. As a composer I think you should be influenced by everything.
And then incorporate those things you like to your own writing. This necessarely doesn愒 need to be music
at all.

I扉e arranged other popular music a bit, but most of my time I扉e been writing these game music
arrangements. (I扉e also arranged for Namco, Sega, Capcom, etc for some games, so there is more than
just the concerts..).

I might have more questions further on and of course I'm incredibly
grateful for any and all time you can give me. :) Also I'd like to
remind you about the request I posed in my original mail about whether
or not I may study one or a few of your arrangements. I have a few
specifically in mind:
+ Gem'X Main Theme
+ Licht am Ende des Tunnels (suite)
+ The Great Giana Sisters (suite)
+ Commodore 64 Medley
I understand that problems might arise with copyright and ownership
and all that, if you'd at all be willing to share one or some of them
with me. If it's possible to make some sort of arrangement, it would
be an amazing opportunity for me to learn directly from someone with
more experience than myself and in this particular field. There aren't
too many of us in the world with a strong connection to game music,
after all. :)

I惴 somewhat afraid that I惴 not allowed to send the scores, but I will ask from my agent! Thank you for
reminding. I will try to convince my agent/the WDR..

Yours,
Jonne

All the best,

David


